**SUPPLIES & TOOLS:**
- Fleece – 1 yd each of two coordinating prints, or a print and a solid
- 24” Pillow form
- Scissors or rotary cutter and mat
- Ruler

**DIRECTIONS:**
1. Layer the two pieces of fleece and cut a 36” square.
2. Cut 6” square out of each corner of both pieces of fleece.
3. Make fringe around all sides of both pieces by cutting 6” into fleece at 1” intervals.
4. Place fleece squares wrong sides together with pillow form sandwiched between.
5. Knot fringe pieces together using one strand from the top and one from the bottom to tie each knot. Tie together along all four sides.

**Skill Level 1: No experience needed**

**Approximate Crafting Time: 1 ½ hours**

Due to seasonal nature of project, supplies are available for a limited time only. Please read all instructions prior to beginning; read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. Provide adult supervision if children participate in this and all craft projects. Because Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. has no control over the use of materials and tools, nor surroundings, during construction of projects, Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. disclaims any liability for injury, damage or other untoward results. Content of this project sheet is presented in good faith, but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed. ©2007 Jo-Ann Stores, Inc. All rights reserved.